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Abstract 
Described the multi-channel eddy-current flaw detector-scanner ASD “Vikhr-1” was developed on the purpose 
to automated inspection surface of linear part of main pipeline, allowing detecting and identificate different types 
of steel pipeline surface defects such as cracks and corrosion damages. 
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To inspect metal state of steel pipeline in using nondestructive technique the different 
complex flaw detectors are intended: automated magnetic, electromagnetic, ultrasonic, et al.  

The multi-channel eddy-current flaw detector-scanner ASD “Vikhr-1” was developed at 
CJSC NPC «Molniya» on the purpose of automated inspection surface of linear part of main 
pipeline (fig.1), allowing detecting and recognize different types of steel pipeline surface 
defects (cracks, corrosion damages) [1]. 

 

Flaw detector-scanner consists of the moving gear, the eddy-current inspecting unit and ad 
hoc software. The moving mechanism perform continuous scanning surface of steel pipeline 
during rotational-translational motion of eddy-current transducers (ECT) measuring modules, 
moving them along spiral path. 

Fig.1. Flaw detector-scanner  
ASD “Vikhr-1” on the pipeline 
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The moving mechanism has possibility of reverse motion without interrupting steel pipeline 
surface scanning, which improve performance of inspection. 

Inspection performed by the surface differential ECT, which united to measuring modules, 
allowing greatly improving sensitivity to discontinuities of metal types of stress-corrosion and 
considerably suppressing stochastic noise due to inhomogeneity of electromagnetic properties 
of metal, lift-off variation, as well as to detect defects with arbitrary orientation on the surface 
of steel pipe. 

Eddy-current inspecting unit of flaw-detector-scanner provide following features: 

- Self-inspecting units and modules of scanner; 

- Managing and adjusting settings of functional units; 

- Capturing measured information from ECT modules, pre-processing and saving; 

- Transmitting measured information to remote computer in order to analyzing and decrypting 
them by special (ad hoc) mathematical techniques.  

Eddy-current inspection unit provide synchronous real-time displaying of measured 
information. Information exchange between scanner and remote computer performed by 
wireless channel IEEE 802.11n (Wi-Fi), providing safety and convenience for stuff during 
steel pipeline inspecting. 

Remote computer has ad hoc software receiving, imaging and analyzing the measured 
information in medium real-time mode [2]. The location and state of metal is indicated on the 
obtained 2D-plot on display of remote computer by color palette, which allow operator to 
detect locations of most damages of metal visually (fig.2). 

 

Fig.2. Obtained 2D-plot imaging the section of steel pipeline surface on measured 
signals of flaw detector-scanner ASD “Vikhr-1” 



The software of flaw detector-scanner ASD “Vikhr-1” has a set of additional service 
functions, giving possibility to analyze and recognize operatively type of metal discontinuities 
and other objects detected on the 2D-plot: 

- Setting graphic markers to indicate detected object (e.g. welds, cracks, corrosion of metal 
and other features) with possibility extend set of markers by user. 

- Fine analysis of selected and zoomed areas of steel pipeline surface having possibility of 
measured eddy-current signal form viewing, value reading, defect type determining and defect 
sizes evaluating.  
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